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Abstract
Issues around industry-respected degrees are strongly linked with skills, employability, as well as industry knowledge. But what is considered as industry knowledge? What should a graduate know and be capable of doing? The lecture aims to introduce the roots of the opposition between music industry professionals and academics in their approach to “industry knowledge”. Most of the knowledge required in music business knowledge can be defined as tacit, while academics value scientific knowledge much more and because of that, some (mainly British) music industry courses tend to focus more on this science-based codified knowledge. This opposition explains the critique of music industry professionals about music business qualifications. This debate is not a new phenomenon: (general) management courses had to face the same criticism at their introduction in the nineteenth century both in Europe and in the United States. This presentation aims to compare the critique of these nineteenth-century management programs to the echoes of these British music business courses, explains why the approach of U.S. music industry programs makes them more labor market-focused than their British counterparts. The lecture also looks into the knowledge management notions called codified and tacit knowledge and their relationship to practical intelligence and how it is all linked to industry-respected degrees and employable graduates. Listeners will understand why it is extremely difficult to define music industry studies as a discipline itself, what makes designing an industry-respected, successful but also scientifically underpinned music industry program a very complicated task, and how we, sitting in the same boat of music industry education, are all linked to medical education.
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